
Custom Test Development and Delivery Platform 
The assessment engine of EdTest.ai provides the ability to develop localized question banks, multiple 

form rotations, and extensive question and assessment configurations to meet institution, program, 

and personalized assessment needs. Features like random question order, extensive question types, 

and variable response parameters ensure custom assessments are  both “of” and “for” learning.

Improved confidence in online test results. 
EdTest.ai feeds institutional confidence in assessment validity and results integrity.  Through features 

like real-time anomaly detection and environmental restrictions, EdTest.ai preserves assessment 

credibility better than students testing directly in a classroom. 

Preserve academic performance validity while maintaining  
a secure remote testing environment.
Whether you’re offering online exams remotely or in a short-staffed supervisory lab setting,  

EdTest.ai offers intelligent remote proctoring to verify and maintain rigorous assessment  

process protocols.  

Powered by Microsoft Cognitive 
Science technology.
  
Over 4 million tests delivered 
annually in 15 countries. 

Personalized Assessment Delivery 
and Remote Proctoring Solution



Comprehensive Features of Edtest.ai:

Protect your bottom line and accurately estimate  
overall testing costs. 
EdTest.ai is priced simply via a flat-rate cost per student exam. Institutions may 

produce the highest-quality proctoring services while saving time and money. 

ID Verification with Multi-Factor 
Authentication
Student identity verification and exam access 

is provided within 60 seconds using email, 

geolocation, SMS, and facial & voice recognition 

for security and reliability.    

Continuous Facial Recognition to  
Detect Anomalies
Learners may complete assessments securely 

24/7/365 through web cameras and AI-powered 

video and audio detection for voice and facial 

verification as well as ongoing monitoring of the 

testing environment. 

     
Real Time Recording and Communication 
Between Test Taker & Remote Proctor 
EdTest.ai enables proctors - in as much as a 1:500 

ratio - to view real-time recordings of students 

and triggered potential test-taking anomalies.  In 

addition, all direct interactions between proctor 

and student are recorded as well.

Lockdown Browser to Prevent Access  
to Other Sites
Protect assessment quality through browser 

lockdown to prevent multiple screens, cut/paste, 

printing, and communication protocols that could 

allow learners to retrieve answers through search 

engines or communication with other students. 

Learning Management System (LMS) 
Integration
With no additional passwords or logins necessary, 

learners can launch a proctored exam within the 

LMS like any other assignment and obtain support 

without having to leave the exam window. 

LMS

EdTest.ai is part of the Territorium LifeJourney Toolkit.  

Explore all of our products at Territorium.com.

Schedule a demo at Territorium.com  




